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Energy dependence of pion double charge exchange
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The energy dependence of forward angle pion double charge exchange is calculated in the energy range of
0–250 MeV. The most striking feature is a peak around 40 MeV which is in excellent agreement with the data
when distorted waves obtained from a realistic optical model are used. Two possible short-range corrections to
the reaction mechanism are addressed.@S0556-2813~98!07410-X#

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Gn, 24.10.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pion double charge exchange~DCX! on nuclear targets
has been extensively studied, both experimentally and th
retically, throughout the last two decades. Because at l
two nucleons must be involved in the process, the study
DCX is a natural tool for exploring nucleon-nucleon corr
lations. In the course of these studies at low energie
prominent peak in the (p1,p2) cross section in the neigh
borhood ofTp540 MeV was observed by a number of e
perimental groups@1–3#. The peak occurs for a variety o
nuclear targets and seemingly independent of the final s

It has been claimed@3# that this peak provides evidenc
for the existence of a dibaryon at this energy. Before acc
ing such an interpretation, it is important to consider t
more conventional ones. In this paper we will show~as has
been previously suggested@4–8#! that such a peak arise
naturally because of the pion propagation in the conventio
‘‘sequential process,’’ in which DCX occurs through tw
successivepN charge exchange reactions on two neutro
@9–11#. Our calculation is based on the convention
distorted-wave impulse approximation~DWIA !, which we
briefly outline. Calculations of the reaction leading to bo
the double isobaric analog state~DIAS! and the ground state
are made.

While other reaction mechanisms have been stud
@7,12–15#, we treat DCX as a two-step sequential process
is generally accepted now that this is likely to be the dom
nant mechanism for the types of transitions treated here
though the other mechanisms could alter the picture so
what. In contrast to most nuclear reaction calculations,
DCX amplitude must be evaluated in second order so tha
will need to compute, not only the distorted incoming (p1)
and outgoing (p2) pion wave functions, but also the dis
tortedp0 Green function, which describes the propagation
the pion between two nucleons.

The distorted pion wave functions and Green’s functio
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~4!/2292~11!/$15.00
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are computed from truncated Klein-Gordon equations wh
incorporate the optical potentials for the initial@p1

1(Z,A)#, final @p21(Z12,A)#, and intermediate@p0

1(Z11,A)# systems. In addition to the conventional optic
potentials @16#, we include imaginary effective potential
which model pion true absorption~annihilation!. One of the
major changes in the present calculation compared with
vious work, involves the use of realistic pion elastic scatt
ing wave functions. These new wave functions were o
tained by including a new parametrization of the correct
for pion true absorption to the potential, increasing the nu
ber of independent partial waves from two to six and fitti
the remaining parameters to measured elastic scattering
reaction cross sections@17#. Since we use the distorted pio
wave functions from these fits without modification the DC
cross sections obtained are predictions.

Thep0 Green function is less certain since it is calculat
using the same theory for the external waves, but the stat
the nucleus during the propagation of the neutral pion is
well defined, nor is it directly testable as are the exter
waves. We have chosen an effective nuclear excitation
ergy ~50!, and used closure over the intermediate nucl
states. The uncertainty in this ‘‘closure approximation’’ a
fects more greatly processes which lead to the analog fi
state, which involve longerp0 propagation distances. Th
general DWIA procedure is outlined in Sec. II A, and th
technique for the numerical solution is given in Appendix
This intermediate distortion has been considered in a num
of other works@9,18–21#.

We have used somewhat realistic shell model wave fu
tions for the initial ground state, the final ground state, a
the final analog states. For the Ca isotopes we use the se
ity model within thef 7/2 shell as well as more accurate wav
functions for the final ground states@22# as described in Sec
II B. In the seniority model DCX for all the isotopes is give
in terms of two complex amplitudes. One amplitude is p
marily sensitive to the short-range correlation of the valen
2292 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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nucleons and spin dependence of the DCX amplitude;
other amplitude to the long-range behavior. Furthermore,
relative importance of these two amplitudes depends v
much on the pion energy. For14C we use a mixture of
(1p1/2)

2 and (1p3/2)
2 configurations.

Aside from questions involving the propagation and t
nuclear wave functions, there are those that surround
interaction operator itself. While this operator is taken to
two separate charge exchanges, the off-shell iteration inv
ing two p-wave basic interactions creates ad-function inter-
action@23# much as in the case of the nucleon-nucleon int
action @24#. The removal of this unphysicald function
provides a correction to the reaction operator. Thisd func-
tion has been previously treated in the setting of pion pro
gation in a nuclear medium@25,26#.

Once the very short range part of the interaction is c
sidered, one is led to question the mechanism of the
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change of a neutral particle at very short distances. Inde
once the nucleons are overlapping, it is possible that
reaction takes place on the level of quarks and gluons. S
the volume of the region of overlapping nucleons is n
large, we may expect the effect to be small, but since we
able to enhance the sensitivity to the short range region
choosing a particular transition, it becomes interesting
make an estimate of the size of an effect that might be cau
by the static exchange of a single gluon.

II. SEQUENTIAL CALCULATION

A. DCX cross section calculation

The basic method used for the calculation of the DC
reaction is the same as that employed in a number of o
presentations@9,2#. It involves the evaluation of the matrix
element
M ~k,k8!5E dr1dr2F f* ~r1 ,r2!@Cp2* ~2 !
~k8,r2! f 2~q2 ,q28!G~r2 ,r1! f 1~q18 ,q1!Cp1

~1 !
~k,r1!#F i~r1 ,r2!, ~1!
act
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where the momentaq15(\/ i )¹1 and q25(\/ i )¹2 are op-
erators on the conjugate coordinates in the pion wave fu
tions Cp1

(1)(k,r1) and Cp2
(2)(k8,r2) and the primed values

operate on the corresponding coordinates in the Green f
tion, G(r2 ,r1). The method for the evaluation of the effe
of the operators is described in Appendix A.

The single charge exchange operatorsf 1 and f 2 are de-
rived from the pion-nucleon amplitudes and are expresse
momentum space as

f ~q,q8!5l0~E!v0~q!v0~q8!1l1~E!q•q8v1~q!v1~q8!

1s–q3q8l f~E!v f~q!v f~q8!. ~2!

In the present calculation we take

v0~q!5v1~q!5v f~q!5
L21k2

L21q2
~3!

for the off-shell extension. A value ofL5400 MeV/c was
used in the calculations presented later. Thel ’s are obtained
from the pion-nucleon phase shifts@27#. Representative val
ues are given in Ref.@23#. An improved calculation might
take the three ranges distinct, the three functions distinc
better yet, a different function for each of the six pio
nucleon partial waves important in this energy region.

The functionsF(r1 ,r2) are the wave functions of the tw
active nucleons. If there are more than two nucleons in
valence shell, such as is the case for44Ca and 48Ca, an
expansion in fractional parentage can be made as was tre
in Ref. @9#. As is shown in that paper, the full amplitude ca
be decomposed into an uncorrelated amplitude, denote
A, and a correlated amplitude, known asB. This separation is
based on the seniority model, which is exact for a sh
model wave function consisting of a single shell withj < 7

2

and maximal isospinT5n/2, where n is the number of
c-

c-

in

or

e

ted

as

l-

nucleons in the shell. The seniority model is therefore ex
for transitions from42,44,48Ca to the DIAS states of Ti. The
ground states of44,48Ti haveT,n/2, and for these nuclides
the seniority model is an approximation. For these cases
have also used the more accurate McCullen-Bayman-Zam
~MBZ! @22# wave functions as discussed in the next secti
For a nuclear wave function consisting of several orbita
the concept of generalized seniority can be invoked a
gives a similar result@28#. We will see that the separatio
into long- and short-range amplitudes plays an important r
in understanding the energy dependence of DCX and h
ronic propagation in the nucleus in general. TheB amplitude
comes from configurations in which the two nucleons a
close together so that the propagation of the intermediatep0

plays a small role, while in the amplitudeA it is of significant
importance.

The quantity in square brackets is the DCX operator.
Ref. @10# it was treated as arbitrary to investigate the beh
ior as a function of the isotopic number. In Ref.@23# this
operator alone was treated in the plane-wave limit to der
its general characteristics. In Ref.@9# it was evaluated using
the spectral representation for the Green function as
plained in Appendix A. A much more effective method, fir
applied in Ref.@2#, is to evaluate the Green function direct
through numerical inversion of the Klein-Gordon operat
as is explained in Appendix A.

B. Nuclear wave functions

1. Calcium

The calcium isotopes provide a relatively good exam
of nuclei whose valence nucleons lie in a pure single sh
For this reason the wave functions are simple and reliable
the seniority model, Eq.~1! can be used to express the am
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2294 PRC 58MUTAZZ NUSEIRAT et al.
plitude to either the double isobaric analog state~DIAS! or
the ground state in terms of two amplitudes,A andB, defined
as @9#

A5F02
1

V (
L5odd

FL ; B5 (
L.0

FL2
~V21!

V (
L5odd

FL ,

~4!

with V5J11/2. If there is no spin dependence, i.e.,FL
50, L odd, then the amplitudeA is the long-range~mono-
pole! part of the DCX reaction whileB is the short-range
part. The analog and ground state transition amplitudes
be expressed in terms of these amplitudes:

ds

dV
~DIAS!5

n~n21!

2
uA1XBu2;

ds

dV
~g.s.!5

n~n21!

2
uYBu2, ~5!

wheren52T is the number of valence neutrons and

X5
~52n!

3~n21!
; Y5

4

9~n21!
A~n22!~102n!. ~6!

Explicitly, the cross sections for analog transitions on
calcium isotopes are given by

42Ca:uA1Bu2; 44Ca:6uA1B/9u2 ~7!

46Ca:15uA2B/15u2; 48Ca:28uA2B/7u2. ~8!

2. Carbon wave functions

In this case the wave function is less well determin
There are believed to be important admixtures of thes andd
shells as well as thep1/2 andp3/2 shells. For14C we take the
two valence particles as two proton holes in a filled 1p shell.
There are two independent basis vectors for a 01 state,
which we choose as 1p3/2 and 1p1/2. Since the two configu-
rations have similar energies, the ground state is better
resented by a normalized combination of the two:

uF&5cosxu~1p3/2!
2&1sinxu~1p1/2!

2&, ~9!

wherex is the mixing angle@29#. We have calculated forx
equal to 66° which is essentially the value given by thep-
state calculations of Cohen and Kurath@30#.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the distorted-wave ca
lation with the plane-wave version. From this figure we c
get a general overview of the energy dependence. For
plane-wave calculations the cross section goes to zero at
energies because of the factor of momentum of the fi
state. Since theQ value of the reaction is212.4 MeV in this
case, the cross section must vanish below 12.4 MeV.
cross section rises rapidly and then decreases slightly be
rising into the 33 resonance region. The plane-wave cr
section is more than a factor of 100 larger than the meas
cross section in this region.

The factors governing the distorted-wave calculation
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very different. Just above threshold the energy of the fin
state p2 is very small, as before, but with the attractiv
Coulomb interaction the cross section tends to infinity. T
is a very low energy phenomenon, however, and the cr
section quickly drops. Apparent in the calculation is an
terference effect which causes the cross section to p
through zero around 20 MeV, after which it rises rapid
This effect is shown on a larger scale in Fig. 2. The cro
section will tend to infinity at the threshold because of t
Coulomb interaction of the finalp2 for all isotopes except
48Ca, where theQ value is positive. Above 50 MeV the
absorption of the pion~both types quasifree and ‘‘true’’! sets
in and the cross section falls rapidly. In the region below 1

FIG. 1. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on42Ca
leading to the analog state. The dotted curve displays the resul
the calculation with plane waves and the solid curve with distor
waves.

FIG. 2. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on42Ca
leading to the analog state. The dotted curve displays the resul
the calculation without a Coulomb potential and the solid cu
includes it.
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MeV the resonances observed@17# in the elastic amplitudes
also play a role.

In the figures to follow there is a comparison of the da
@1,31–33# with calculations including and omitting th
double spin flip~DSF! contribution. This is done because th
DSF cancels against the term with no spin flip and redu
the cross section~in almost all cases!. Since each of the
transitions in the double spin flip is of a Gamow-Teller n
ture it is natural to ask if the suppression of this type
transition can play a role. We do not take a position on t
issue but simply indicate the results with and without t
DSF.

We distinguish three cases in the seniority model~1! B is
the only amplitude,~2! B is the dominant amplitude, and~3!
A andB enter on an equal footing. For42Ca the analog state
is the ground state. The wave functions of the senio
model and those of MBZ are identical. SinceB@A over
much of the energy range,B dominates. Figure 3 shows ex
cellent agreement with the data.

Figures 4 and 5 show comparisons with the ground s
transitions. HereB is the only amplitude, and the agreeme
with the data in the seniority model is very good. With t
use of the more accurate MBZ wave functions, the agr
ment is excellent.

Figures 6 and 7 compare theory and data for the ana
transitions for 44Ca and 48Ca. The strength ofB for these
two cases is reduced by a factor of 1/9 and21/7, respec-
tively, so that the contributions ofA andB are comparable
In the case of48Ca there is a strong tendency for them
cancel. These cases show a great sensitivity to the value
amplitudeA. For 48Ca a much more complicated structu
than a single peak results. It is interesting that the data po
are consistent with it~at least below 150 MeV! although they
cannot be said to imply such a structurea priori. Figure 8
shows the absolute values of amplitudesA andB for 48Ca.

There are some interesting features to be compared
the model of a dibaryon causing this peak. There is a ra

FIG. 3. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on42Ca
leading to the analog state. The dotted curve displays the resu
the calculation without the double spin flip included and the so
curve with.
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rise of the cross section at low energies followed by fl
topped peak. The shape we predict is quite different fr
that of a single Breit-Wigner resonance. The qualitat
agreement between predictions of the sequential model
the existing low-energy data supports the interpretation
this peak as an optical effect which does not require
introduction of a dibaryon resonance. Additional data
smaller energy intervals will be of great interest in determ
ing the shapes of the low-energy peaks, and are essenti
further clarifying their nature.

Figure 9 shows the calculation of the DCX reaction

of
FIG. 4. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on44Ca

leading to the ground state of44Ti. The dashed curve is calculate
without double spin flip and with the seniority model, the dash-d
curve is calculated with double spin flip and the seniority model a
the solid is calculated with double spin flip and the MBZ mod
@22#.

FIG. 5. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on48Ca
leading to the ground state of48Ti. The meaning of the curves is th
same as in Fig. 4.
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2296 PRC 58MUTAZZ NUSEIRAT et al.
14C. The curves do not show the more detailed structure s
in the calcium isotopes, presumably because the resona
in the elastic phase shifts are less pronounced@17#.

IV. SHORT RANGE CORRECTIONS

In this section we discuss possible corrections due to
fects of short range on the order of the size of the nucleo
the pion.

A. The d function in the DCX amplitude

The DCX operator resembles the one-pion-exchange
tential between two nucleons in certain respects, since

FIG. 6. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on44Ca
leading to the analog state in44Ti. The meaning of the curves is th
same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 7. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on48Ca
leading to the analog state in48Ti. The meaning of the curves is th
same as in Fig. 3.
en
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dominant contribution to the pion-nucleon amplitude in th
energy region isp wave in nature.

The appearance of thed function in the DCX operator
comes from the point of view of pointlike pion-quark cou
pling, where the pion-nucleon interaction extends over a
nite region of space because of the distribution of qua
within the nucleon. This view is developed more fully
Ref. @24# for the case ofnp charge exchange. Since thed
function arises from thep wave-p wave part of the interac-
tion, we need only consider that part of the DCX operato

Fpp~r1 ,r2!5~a21k0
2!2

k2•q2

~a21q2
2!

G~r 1,r 2!
k2•q1

~a21q1
2!

,

~10!

whereq1 andq2 are to be treated as operators onr1 andr2 in
the Green function. Since we anticipate that the correctio
of very short range, we will make~for the purposes of this
correction only! the approximation that the neutral pion

FIG. 8. AmplitudesA andB for pion double charge exchange o
48Ca leading to the ground state of48Ti without double spin flip.
The units are (mb)1/2.

FIG. 9. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on14C
leading to the ground state of14O. The solid curve has double spi
flip included and no short range corrections while the dotted cu
omits the double spin flip contribution.
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undistorted in the intermediate state. In this case, expres
G(r1 ,r2) in terms of its transform, we have

Fpp~r1 ,r2!'a21k0
2)2E dq

~2p!3

k2•qk1•q

~a21q2!2

eiq•~r12r2!

q22k0
21 i e

~11!

5~a21k0
2!2E dq

~2p!3

k2•q̂k1•q̂

~a21q2!2
eiq•~r12r2!

3
q2

q22k0
21 i e

. ~12!

The expansion ofk2•qk1•q will yield an s wave and ad
wave part:

k2•qk1•q5 1
3 ~k2•k1!q

21 1
3 S12, ~13!

where the tensor operatorS12 is

S125@3~k1•q!~k2•q!2~k1•k2!q
2#. ~14!

Because the nucleons are assumed to be close to each
~for the purposes of this correction! we keep only the relative
s wave. Thes wave part of thep-wave-p-wave amplitude is
given by

1
3 k2•k1~a21k0

2!2E dq

~2p!3

eiq•~r12r2!

~a21q2!2

q2

q22k0
21 i e

.

~15!

As discussed in Ref.@24# there is ad function atr15r2 in
Eq. ~15! in the limit asa→`. This singularity is unphysica
because of the finite size of the pion. If we neglect the int
action within the quark-quark range of less than the size
pion ~and then take the limit of the pion size going to zer!
we find that the corrected interaction becomes

→~a21k0
2!2 1

3 k2•k1

3E dq

~2p!3

eiq•~r12r2!

~a21q2!2S q2

q22k0
21 i e

21D . ~16!

Thus, the correction to the operator is

CO52 1
3 k2•k1~a21k0

2!2E dq

~2p!3

eiq•~r12r2!

~a21q2!2
~17!

52 1
3 k2•k1( YL8

m8~ r̂1!YL8
M8* ~ r̂2!gL8~r 1 ,r 2!.

~18!

This integral can be evaluated by contour integration. T
development of the expressions for the distorted wave
given in Appendix C.

B. One gluon exchange

In the preceding section the short-range quark-quark
teraction was neglected. After the limit was taken, only thd
function was eliminated. One might believe, however, t
ng

ther

r-
a

e
is

-

t

for two quarks closer than the diameter of a pion the int
action would pass from that of pion exchange to one ba
on quark-gluon degrees of freedom in some continuous m
ner. The generation of this short-range interaction merit
thorough study, beyond the scope of the present paper. H
ever, it is possible to make a rough estimate of the size of
effect by adopting results from calculations of the nucleo
nucleon case in the static limit@34#. The nonrelativistic two-
body one-gluon-exchange~OGE! potential is expected to
have the form

VOGE~r i j !5 1
4 as

~li•lj !

r i j
, ~19!

whereli is the color SU~3! generators for thei th quark,as is
the strong coupling constant~for this work we usedas
50.6), andr i j is the relative distance between thei th and
the j th quarks.

We wish to replace the one-pion exchange~OPE! with the
one-gluon exchange at short distances. We will do so w
the use of a Gaussian transition function

T~r !5e2br 2
TOGE1~12e2br 2

!TOPE. ~20!

The rms radius of the Gaussian provides a convenient m
sure of the distance at which the transition takes place, i

RT5A 3

2b
. ~21!

We assume that only theS state of the two nucleons is in
volved so that only the spin-spin part of the one-pion e
change contributes. Thus at smallr both OGE and OPE in-
teractions are proportional to 1/r i j , and the transition
between the two interactions in the neighborhood ofRT
changes only its strength.~We will keep the momentum car
rying part of the propagatoreikr in what follows, but it plays
little role at these low energies and short distances.!

Thus the correction to the interaction can be written

DT~r !5SOPEe
2br 2

~SOGE/SOPE21.0!
eikr

r
, ~22!

where this expression is to be added to the previous O
result before the correction for the finite size of the nucle
The quantitiesSOPE and SOGE are the strengths of the OP
and OGE, respectively. While the trueSOPE is known ~at
least in the present model! the SOGE is more difficult to ob-
tain. We will estimate the ratio in the parenthesis from t
ratio that would obtain in the case of a potential.

One gluon cannot be exchanged between two color
glets~such as a pair of nucleons! unless it is accompanied b
quark exchange or an additional gluon exchange. This
change of quarks can be quite complicated but should no
of a small magnitude when the nucleons are strongly ov
lapping as is the case~most of the time! when the quarks
exchanging a gluon are in close proximity. In order to es
mate this probability we use the result that there is a hid
color component generated when the nucleons are ove
ping @35#. The gluon can then be exchanged between th
hidden color components@34#.
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For the color symmetric pairs the matrix elemen
^li•lj& have been calculated in the physical basis of hidd
color states and were found to be equal to24/3 for bothS
50, I 51 andS51, I 50, the two possible nucleon states f
S-wave nucleons@34#. For the OPE the strengths are also t
same in these two states.

Hence we can estimate that the ratio

SOGE/SOPE.
as/3

0.6f 2/4p
, ~23!

where f 2/4p.0.0756 is the pion-nucleon coupling consta
and the factor of 0.6 comes from an estimate, with symm
ric quark model wave functions, of

@ f 2/4p#Quark50.6@ f 2/4p#Nucleon. ~24!

The ratio of strengths from this estimate is 4.4. We emp
size that this is a very rough number.

The next step is to include the convolution of the prop
gator with the finite size of the nucleon. To this end w
calculate the Fourier transform for the correction, multiply
with the form factor for the nucleon and transform back
coordinate space

gL
OGE~r 1 ,r 2![~a21k 0

2!2
2

p

3E
0

`

q2dq
j L~qr1! j L~qr2!

~a21q2!2
DT~q!. ~25!

This correction can then be added on in the same manne
the d-function correction.

C. Results

The results of the short-range correction are shown
Figs. 10–12. Thed-function correction~dot-dashed line! is
seen to worsen the agreement with the data on the h
energy side of the peak. The estimate made of the O
correction tends to restore the agreement, depending on
radius chosen. From the arguments given previously,
expects this distance to correspond to the size of the pion
course, a change in the value of the ratio@Eq. ~23!# would
bring about a corresponding change in the radius obtain
so the reader should be cautioned against drawing any a
lute conclusions from the curves. The purpose of this ca
lation is only to show the order of magnitude of such
correction. One correction that has not been included in
present calculation is the suppression of the short-ra
nucleon-nucleon wave function due to the strong repulsio
short distances which can be expected to decrease the s
the effect seen here.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We find that the peak in low-energy pion double char
exchange is naturally given by the calculation of the two-s
mechanism with realistic distorted waves. The sharper p
obtained in this work than previous work is due to the use
realistic~fitted! pionic wave functions constrained by elas
and reaction data. Corrections to the reaction mechanism
n
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result from the elimination of the unphysicald function and
from an estimate of a short-range quark-quark interact
treated in a one-gluon-exchange approximation are not la
but clearly visible in any comparison with the measur
cross section.
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APPENDIX A: TECHNIQUE OF CALCULATION

The initial and final pion wave functions are expanded
the usual manner@36# as

FIG. 10. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on42Ca
leading to the ground state of42Ti. All of the curves are calculated
with thed-function correction included. The dash-dot curve has t
correction alone. The dashed curve has a transition radius of
fm, the solid curve 0.23 fm, and the dotted curve 0.39 fm.

FIG. 11. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on44Ca
leading to the ground state of44Ti. The meaning of the curves is th
same as in Fig. 10.
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C~k,r !54p (
l ,m52l

l

i l Yl
m* ~ r̂ !Yl

m~ k̂!c l ~k,r !. ~A1!

The operation of the form factorsv(q) on the wave function
can be expressed as

c̃~k,r !5
L21k2

L22¹2
c~k,r !. ~A2!

Writing the Fourier decomposition for the wave function w
have

c̃~k,r !5
L21k2

~2p!3 E dq dr 8
eiq•~r82r !

L21q2
c~k,r 8!

5
L21k2

4p E dr 8
e2Lur2r8u

ur2r 8u
c~k,r 8!. ~A3!

Using the standard expansion ofeikur2r8u/ ikur2r 8u for
imaginary k in terms of the spherical Bessel and Hank
functions, the integral can be calculated partial wave by p
tial wave, eachc l (k,r ) being transformed intoc̃ l (k,r ).

Hence each function involved may be transformed
above and then the rest of the calculations performed a
the form factors were not present. The rest of the opera
are linear inq andq8. The dot product of the gradients ca
be simplified by using the mathematical identityq•q8
[ 1

2 @(q1q8)22q22q82#. The angular momentum algebr
for the treatment of the spin-dependent part of the operato
discussed in Ref.@9#.

We write the wave function for a given partial wave in th
form c l (k,r )5 Cl U l /r since we will first determine the
functional form for the radial wave function with arbitrar
normalization and separately determine the coefficientCl .
The Schro¨dinger equation forU l (r ) can be written as

FIG. 12. Cross section for pion double charge exchange on48Ca
leading to the ground state of48Ti. The meaning of the curves is th
same as in Fig. 10.
l
r-

s
if
rs

is

U l9 ~r !1F l ~ l 11!

r 2
1

2kh

r GU l ~r !

2r E
0

`

r 8dr8w~r ,r 8!U l ~r 8!1k2U l ~r !50, ~A4!

where

w~r ,r 8![
2v

\2
V~r ,r 8! ~A5!

is calculated by the means of Ref.@16#. Putting the system on
a discrete mesh of stepe for r andr 8 we have the following
set of equations:

(
m50

N

~Hnm2k2dnm!Um50; n51,2,...,N21, ~A6!

whereUn[U(ne). For our calculations a typical value ofN
was 80.

We require thatU050. This leavesN21 equations inN
unknowns. We establish a normalization for the wave fu
tion by setting arbitrarilyUN51. There are nowN21 equa-
tions inN21 unknowns. The system expressed by Eqs.~A6!
is solved by standard numerical techniques to obtain
wave functions for the initial and final pion distorted wave
At this point the true normalization may be obtained fro
the scattering boundary conditions at infinity.

To compute the Green function which is needed for
propagation between charge exchanges, we first note
because of its scalar nature, it can be written as

1

E2H
5G~r2 ,r1!5( Yl

m* ~ r̂2!Yl
m~ r̂1!GL~r 2 ,r 1!.

~A7!

The spectral representation of a partial wave componen
this function will be

GL~r 2 ,r 1!52vE q2dq
cL

~2 !~q,r 2!cL
~1 !~q,r 1!

k22q2
. ~A8!

Here cL
(1)(q,r ) represents a wave function with un

plane wave amplitude andoutgoing spherical waves while
cL

(2)(q,r ) represents a wave function with unit plane wa
amplitude andincomingspherical waves. Since the form o
UL(q,r ) is uniquely given by the solution of the system
Eqs. ~A6!, cL

(1)(q,r ) andcL
(2)(q,r ) can differ only in nor-

malization.
An inspection of the boundary conditions shows that

cL
~2 !~q,r !5

cL
~1 !~q,r !

SL~q!
, ~A9!

which allows the writing of the spectral representation of t
Green function as
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GL~r 2 ,r 1!52vE q2dq
cL~q,r 2!cL~q,r 1!

SL~q!~k22q2!
, ~A10!

wherecL(q,r )5cL
(1)(q,r ), i.e., the wave function with the

usual boundary conditions for scattering. To apply t
method the wave functions for the neutral pion must
found for a sufficient range of intermediate momenta and
integral over them performed numerically.

While the spectral representation just given works
many cases~it was used for the calculations in Ref.@9#! it
can lead to problems in a region of strong absorption~such
as near theD resonance in the present case!. As has been
discussed@37# the S matrix has a series of poles~below the
real axis! and zeros~above the real axis in mirror position t
the poles for a real potential but above or below the real a
for a complex potential!. The zeros will cross the real axis a
the imaginary part of the complex potential becomes str
ger. That, of course, changes the value of the Green func
given by the spectral representation because the singul
due to the zero inSL(q) passes through the line of integr
tion. In practice this first occurs in the energy region arou
120 MeV and the crossing is different for each partial wa
When this happens a discontinuity as a function of energ
observed in the calculated DCX cross section. By deform
the integration contour~numerically! to dip below the real
axis, continuity can be restored. However, this method
limited practical application; when the absorption becom
very strong the zero in theS matrix goes far below the rea
axis and is difficult to locate.

Fortunately, an alternative~and more direct! method ex-
ists. Eqs.~A6! provide a matrix representation of (E-H)U.
Instead of solving the equations forU it is only necessary to
invert the matrix representingE-H. However, we first need
to incorporate the boundary conditions. The boundary con
tion at the origin is the same as before so we can remove
before, the first column. However the condition at` is dif-
ferent since we now wish to require outgoing spheri
waves for large values ofr 2 . The second derivative in th
last equation is the only reference to the last value of
function UL(r ). For purely outgoing waves, we have

UL
N

UL
N21

5
hL

~1 !~krN!

hL
~1 !~krN21!

[b. ~A11!

In both the case for the solution for the wave function a
the Green function, the first row refers to the value of t
wave function atr 50 and the last row refers to the value
the wave function atr N . Both of these references need to
eliminated to obtain a closed system. Thus by removing
zeroth andNth equations we have a matrix of sizeN-1 to
invert. The technique of inversion of the matrix was tes
against the spectral method and found to give the same r
~within numerical accuracy! when the later method wa
valid.

APPENDIX B: PION ABSORPTION CORRECTION

In the pion absorption process no pion is left in the fin
state where the pion mass and energy are completely
s
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l
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verted to the energy of the nucleons in the final state. T
absorption process preferentially involves two or mo
nucleons to reduce the mismatch between the momentum
the absorbed pion and the Fermi momentum of the nucle
We approximated the absorption correction by including
purely imaginary term in the optical potential of the form

Vabs52 iWr2~r !, ~B1!

where r(r ) normalized such that*0
`r 2dr r(r )51. While

perhaps better theories can be invoked@38,39# this method
was used for the global fit. The total cross section can
separated into elastic (se), quasifree (sq f), and true absorp-
tion (sa) pieces given@38# by

sa5
4pW

k (
l

~2l 11!E uc l~r !u2r2~r !r 2dr, ~B2!

sq f52
4p

k (
l

~2l 11!

3E E c l* ~r 8!Im@V~r ,r 8!#c l~r !r 2dr r 82dr8,

~B3!

whereV(r ,r 8) is the first-order optical potential.
The parameterW was adjusted to reproduce the expe

mental values for true absorption cross sections for40Ca ~the
experimental data@40# were interpolated in mass number!.
This was done by calculating the absorption cross sec
~5reaction cross section! with the real part of the quasifre
part of the optical potential. By comparing with the data
value ofW can be found at each energy for which data ex
The values ofW were fitted to the following formula:

W5
W0~G/2!2

~E2E0!21~G/2!2
. ~B4!

No particular theoretical importance is attached to this for
it simply gives a good representation of the results. The c
stants were found to beW0543.35 fm4 ~for 12C!, E05215
MeV andG577 MeV. The scaling among nuclei was mad
assuming that the parameterW0 was proportional toNZ.

In the process of the fit to the elastic data@17# these val-
ues were renormalized. In these fits it was found that
determination of the best value ofW0 for 12C was nearly as
predicted by this procedure, but that the value for40Ca was a
factor of 2 too large.

APPENDIX C: THE d-FUNCTION CORRECTION
WITH DISTORTED WAVES

If the distorted pion waves are given by

c̃~k,r !54p( i lYl
m* ~ r̂ !Yl

m~ k̂!f̃l~k,r ! ~C1!
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the distorted-wave version of the matrix element of the operator defined by Eqs.~17! and ~18! is

C52 1
3 ~4p!2E dr 1dr 2x f* ~r 1,r 2!x i~r 1,r 2!k2•k1( i l2l8Yl

m* ~ r̂1!Yl
m~ k̂ i !f̃l~ki ,r 1!

3Yl8
m8~ r̂2!Yl8

m8* ~ k̂ f !f̃l8~kf ,r 2!YL8
M8~ r̂1!YL8

M8* ~ r̂2!gL8~r 1 ,r 2!, ~C2!

wherek1 andk2 are to be interpreted as operators acting on the pion wave functions, andgL(r 1 ,r 2) is defined in Sec. IV A.
For a single shell orbital with angular momentuml and a 01→01 transition, the spin average of the nuclear wave funct
can be written as

^x f* ~r1 ,r2!x i~r1 ,r2!&5x l
2 ~r 1!x l

2 ~r 2!( aLYL
M~ r̂1!YL

M* ~ r̂2!, ~C3!

where theaL are given by the nuclear shell model@9#.
Defining one term in the above sum asFL

C(k,k8) we have

FL
C~k,k8!52 1

3 ~4p!2E dr1dr2x l
2 ~r 1!x l

2 ~r 2!(
M

YL
M~ r̂1!YL

M* ~ r̂2!

3( i l2l8Yl
m~ k̂ i !Yl8

m8* ~ k̂ f !YL8
M8~ r̂1!YL8

M8* ~ r̂2!gL8~r 1 ,r 2!@k1Yl
m* ~ r̂1f̃l~ki ,r 1!•@k2Yl8

m8~r 2̂!f̃l8~kf ,r 2!#.

~C4!

Using the definitions

Fl~r !5
d fl~r !

dr
2

l

r
f l~r !; Gl~r !5

d fl~r !

dr
1

l11

r
f l~r !, ~C5!

where f l(r ) is eitherf̃(ki ,r 1) or f̃(kf ,r 2) and

f l,L5E r 1
2dr1r 2

2dr2x l
2 ~r 1!x l

2 ~r 2!Fl~r 1!Fl~r 2!gL~r 1 ,r 2! ~C6!

gl,L5E r 1
2dr1r 2

2dr2x l
2 ~r 1!x l

2 ~r 2!Gl~r 1!Gl~r 2!gL~r 1 ,r 2! ~C7!

the contribution to the correction can be written as

FL
C52 1

3 ( Pl~cosu!H @CL,L8,l11
0,0,0

#2~l11!2

~2l13!2
f l,L81

@CL,L8,l21
0,0,0

#2l2

~2l21!2
gl,L8J . ~C8!

The calculations for thed-function correction proceeded by calculating the functiongL(r 1 ,r 2) analytically and including it in
the distorted wave code. The functionsf l,L andgl,L were calculated by integrating overr 1 andr 2 using the same nuclear an
pion initial and final wave functions and added to thep wavep wave part of the DCX amplitude.
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